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Abstract 

A class of mixed boundary problems on equilibrium of three-dimensional bodies weakened by nonflat cracks on parts 
of the second-degree surfaces is examined. The general approach to these problems is developed. The solution of Lame 
vector equation of equilibrium is presented in the form of eigenfunction expansions. The unknown coefficients are 
found from boundary conditions transferred to a crack surface according to the superposition principle. The principle of 
displacements and stresses fields continuity is used out of the crack. The result is a coupled system of dual series 
equations or integral equations. Data obtained are applicable to the study of material damage. 
KEY WORDS: internal nonflat crack, mathematical cut, eigenfunction expansions, ellipsoidal surface, stress-intensity 
factors 

1. Introduction 

In most cases the catastrophic failure of constructions is caused by some hidden internal defects. The scientific 
and engineering experience proves that cracks in materials are the first link in a sequence of processes leading to their 
fracture. The internal cracks, in the form of material solidity breaks have been examined by scientific literature for quite 
a long time. The problems on stress-strain state of elastic finite and infinite bodies with flat cracks of penny-shaped or 
elliptic forms, are among the best researched ones [1]. However, according to experimental analysis of the surfaces of 
damaged parts, the initial surfaces of the material breaks were of spherical or ellipsoidal shape, that is they were nonflat. 
To evaluate the strength of material with internal cracks, one can start with the solution of a class of problems within 
the elasticity theory for three-dimensional bodies weakened by cracks with curved surface. Such cracks could be 
modeled by cuts on a part of some surface of revolution with its nonzero curvature. In this case, there is a possibility to 
vary geometrical parameters of the surface and, by doing this, to bring them closer to the geometry of real cracks. 

This paper presents a general approach to solving of mixed boundary problems on equilibrium of three-
dimensional bodies weakened by mathematical cuts on parts of the second-degree surfaces. As an example the stress 
strain state of elastic spatial solid with a crack on a part of oblate ellipsoid under torsional forces is examined. This 
problem is linked to the study of high-strength composite materials with low-percentage content of the ellipsoidal 
dispersed particles. 

2. Statement of the problem 

Let us consider a bounded elastic body with internal crack located on an arbitrary surface 5. The crack is 
assumed to be rather far from the body surface. So, the influence of the body boundary on its stress state near the crack 
is not significant and finite sizes of the body can be superseded with infinite ones. 
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Fig. 1 A superposition principle: the stress field outside the cut (problem A) is a sum of a stress state for a spzzs «тіЬшп 
the crack (problem B) and a local stress state of the crack surfaces under the load of opposite sign =|?шЪгг— € 

To solve this problem, let us use the superposition principle (Fig. 1). Let us search the sokasoneiEiK-praeisa 
A as a sum of the solutions of the two following static problems: the problem В on the stress field of пкг епггг s k s k 
body affected by forces and the problem С on the equilibrium of elastic space with a cut on the s e & s S . the 
forces are applied only to the surface of the crack. In the problem В the system of external fei®es z>stsLl~£S 
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externa! forces of the problem A, while in problem С the forces on the surface of the cut are equal in magnitude and 
opposite in direction to those forces that occur on the conventionally chosen surface of the crack S in the problem B. 
The superposition of the solution of problems В and С will give a solution to the problem on the equilibrium of the 
elastic surface with the cut, provided the surfaces of the crack are stressless and the body is influenced by the external 
field of the axisymmetric forces only. In problems А, В, С the body must have the same geometry and the same 
mechanical characteristics. This body may be both homogeneous and inhomogeneous. The solution to problem В is 
relatively simple and the stress field do not have the singularities in the internal points. The character of the singularit ies 
of the stresses in the initial problem will result from the solution of problem C. Further research will focus on the 
problem С with the given forces on the crack's surface [2, 3]. 

The next stage of the statement of the problem is based on the use of the partial domains method: the complex 
domain is divided into two or more simpler domains in such a way that the physical fields in each of them will be in the 
form of eigenfunction expansions. The conditions of continuity of physical fields on the common sections of the 
neighboring domains have to take place. 

Let us divide elastic space into two domains: the inner domain V\ and external one V2- For each domain the 
Lame vector equation of equilibrium 

„ m -1 , , . - -
2 graddiv и - rotrot и = О ( 1 ) 

m-2 

must be solved. Here й is the displacement vector, m is Poisson's number (m = 1/v, v is Poisson's ratio). The unknown 
coefficients are found from the boundary conditions 

= F„ (2) 
s 

where G is a shear module of material, n is an outward normal to the boundary surface S of the body, F„ is a vector of 

external forces on the surface S. 

3. Method of solution 

Solutions to the problems on equilibrium of elastic bodies weakened by cuts on the second-degree surfaces of 
revolution are based on the general solutions to the boundary-value problems of elasticity theory for bodies of 
revolution in curvilinear coordinates. This paper presents a general approach to solve such a class of problems. The 
solutions of the Lame vector equation (1) are represented by eigenfunction expansions [3]. After satisfying the 
boundary conditions (2), we reduce the problems to coupled systems of dual series equations or integral equations in 
terms of continious or discrete spectrum eigenfunctions. The solutions to these systems will be in the form of special 
designed integral operators. It allows to reduce all the problems to the following system of integro-diifferential 
equations 

^ ^ + а,щ (x) = j f o {t)Kn (t, X) + <p2 ( t)Kn (t, x)\lt = / (X) 

і 
b,<p,(c)+ jV, (/ )<//, (t )dt = d, (3) 

0 

where c, ait bi, dt are the known constants, f , ( x ) , Ц/,(х) (і = 1, 2) are the given functions for хє[0; 1]; (p,(x) are the 

unknown functions.The kernels of the system have a break along the diagonal x — t. They are represented by formulas 

K4 (t, x) = К; 01, x)H{x -t) + K-(f, x)H(t - x) (4) 

where H ( x - t ) is the Heavyside function. The last two equations of the system (3) correspond to additional physical or 

mathematical conditions for the functions <Pj(x). Solutions of the system (3) will be in the form of Lagrange 

interpolating polynomials [4]. The problem on the spherical crack can be solved exactly [3, 5]. 

4. Torsion of an elastic space with a crack on a part of oblate ellipsoid surface 

We consider an elastic medium with a crack in the shape of an ellipsoidal cap {^ = < ^ 0 , 0 < г ] < ? ] 0 , 0 < ( р < 2 л ) 
in the field of torsional forces symmetric about the axis Oz (Fig.2). Using superscripts (1) and (2) for inner and external 
domains, respectively, we have the following representations for the displacements and stresses [6] 

„ „ - divw 1 _ _ 
2 G n + (n • grad);< + — n x rot и 

m-2 2 
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2 G u / Ç , n ) = t,AnPn(M)Pn(cosri), 2Gu2(^TJ) = fjB„Q],(M)Pll(cosn), M = ishÇ (5) 
»=1 /г=і 

h < = É Anpn (Mж (COS П), ha(
r;j = J AX, (M)Pl (cos rj) (6) 

//=2 «=2 

= É ВЛІ(M)K(cos N) , hag> = J BNQL(M)P: (cos j j ) (7) 
//=2 //=2 

where the dimensionless coefficients B„ are to be determined by applying the boundary conditions on f = &: 

= , = (<f = £0> ^ > По ), ho\'}> = heyg> = / ( л ) , tf = <f0, 0 < rj < По ) (8) 

Satisfaction of these conditions gives the system of dual equations 

J AnP?(Moncost?) = / ( 7 ) ; ( 0 < Л < По ) (9) 
ii=2 

ch#0 t i е ; ( м 0 ) 

Here / ( 7 ) corresponds to loading transferred to the surface of the cut according to the superposition principle. The 

solution to the system (9) will be with the help of integral operator 

02(M ) 70 

A„ = 2і ch 40 7 ' v 0 ; (n +1/2) 0 ( 0 cos(w +1 / 2)tdt 
n (n + l) 0J 

where the unknown auxiliary function <p(t) and it derivative are supposed to be continuous for 0 <t <r)0. The system of 

dual equations (9) can be reduced to the Fredholm integro-differential equation with respect to the function <p(t): 

X % 

<p'(x) + a, \(p(t)dt + \<p(t)K(t,x)dt = F(x) (10) 
о 0 

F(x) = 2 — j /07)sin 2 Vdrj 
IT ein V /7v J л sin X dx 0

J ^2cosr]-2cosx 

The kernel Kit, x) in the equation ( 10) has a form 

0)QÎWa) ai K(t, x) = - аг[2лх - (/2 + x2)H(x - t ) - 2txH(t - jc)] + J 
2 ЯІ n=2 и(и + 1) 2ch^0 

cos o r / s i n « * 

The integral condition J(Z>(0 cos — dt = 0 completes the equation (10). 
0 2 

The stress component on the ellipsoid surface out of the crack, the stress intensity factor K3 and the crack 
opening displacement u2-ux are determined by the formulas 

-<р(770 ) sin ?70 + '"j- sin xF(x)dx +
 nr sinxt& 

sin Tjy]2 cos r/0 - 2 cos 77 0 sin rjyj 2 cos x - 2 cos rj „ sin tj^J 2 cos x~2 cos rj 0 

Ь) 1 
l<p(t)K(t,x)dt I 
0 J 

(11) 

( A = W c h 2 - sin2 77 ) 

K3 = -<рЮ(с sinrjoy0-5fVch2 - sin2 770 Y * , G(w, - m 2 ) = 2 ] - PWsmftft «12) 
v / ,, sin c o s 7 - 2 c o s / 

We can write the asymptotic expressions for displasement and stresses near the edge of the ellipsoidal crack: 
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2Оиг (<f, t j ) « 4Tr sin L ; a f j « І cos | , о- £> « - sin | . 

The similar formulas take place in the inner domain. 
Let us consider a case when the elastic space with the ellipsoidal cut is in the uniform field of torsional б і т а 

The boundary conditions (8) have the following form а(ф = G6c2 sin Irj ch2 / 2h(, where в is an angle of twiilHg, 

8 5x 
per unit of length. The right part of the integro-differential equation (10) is equal to F(x) =— GOc1 ch2 s i n — . 

5тг 2 
Fig. 3 shows the behaviour of the dimensionless stress intensity factor К3 = -лКг / GO for th£0 = 1; 0.75; 0_5; О >*» 

The parameter с is matched to retain the largest axis of ellipsoid x1 /a2 + у2 /b2 +z2 /с2 =1 equal to 

b = с ch = ch 3 . 

Fig. 2 The ellipsoidal crack in an elastic space. 
AMB is a meridian section of the crack 

5. Conclusions 

The obtained analytical solution gives a general picture of mechanical conditions of the system dependency ш 
the changes in the problem's parameters, such as external loading, geometry of the crack, elastic constants, etc., aad, 
thus, allows to foresee the cut's behaviour when these parameters change. The results of this work show the nl i n ц і ї 
of such approach. In particular, we have found the analytical expressions for the components of stress tensor, а ж к 
opening displacement and stress intensity factors (SIF) near the edge of the ellipsoidal crack in an elastic space, h A c 
case when the elastic space with the ellipsoidal cut is in the uniform field of torsional forces the dependence of A c 
dimensionless stress-intensity factor on the ellipsoidal crack geometry is obtained. 
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Fig. 3 Dependence of the dimensionless stress-intensity іасюг і 
the ellipsoidal crack geometry 
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